Combination Antifungal Therapy for Invasive Aspergillosis Revisited
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Short Communication

Invasive aspergillosis (IA) causes significant morbidity and mortality among immunocompromised hosts. Combination therapy with mold-active triazoles and echinocandins has been used with the hope of improving outcomes over monotherapy, especially in the setting of refractory disease. Herein, I update our prior systematic review and meta-analysis on combination therapy for salvage IA in the context of the recently published randomized clinical trial of combination therapy for primary IA. Clinicians should consider combination antifungals for IA in refractory disease despite immune reconstitution when there are concerns for resistance or pharmacokinetic variability.

The controversies surrounding the use of combination antifungal therapy for invasive aspergillosis (IA) are ongoing. Initially sparked by encouraging in vitro and animal studies that demonstrated synergistic or additive effects when combining a mold-active triazole (itraconazole, voriconazole, or posaconazole) or an amphotericin B with an echinocandin (caspofungin, micafungin, or anidulafungin) [1-3], such as the neutropenia rabbit model of IA in which a correlation between in vitro synergy in plasma and fungal tissue burden decrease was noted [4], application to human clinical care in patients with IA became part of the approach to management in several small studies. Nonetheless, despite a recently published large, randomized clinical trial (RCT) by Marr et al. comparing voriconazole and anidulafungin to voriconazole alone, which targeted primary IA cases, and a systematic review and meta-analysis by Panackal et al. comparing mold-active triazoles or lipid amphotericin B plus an echinocandin to non-echinocandin-based monotherapy for acute IA, targeting mostly salvage IA (75% of studies for refractory IA), clinicians are still left in a quandary [5,6].

The RCT by Marr et al. did not find overall significance as a primary outcome but did find significance favoring combination therapy with voriconazole and anidulafungin over voriconazole for primary IA during a post hoc subgroup analysis among galactomannan positive patients only. Six-week all-cause mortality was 15.7% (17 of 108) in the combination group compared with 27.3% (30 of 110) in the monotherapy group (difference, -11.6% [CI, -22.7 to -0.4]; p=0.037). The author concluded that the RCT was underpowered due to the lower than expected treatment effect difference observed in this primary endpoint. The 6-week endpoint was selected based upon the recent movement of the mycological community away from subjective composite endpoints and towards objective measures that are most likely to encompass attributable IA mortality with a lessened concern for competing risks [7]. In fact, most deaths at 6 weeks (84.6-88.5%) were found by the data review committee to be attributable to IA. Nonetheless, overall mortality rates at 6 weeks were 19.3% (26 of 135) for combination therapy and 27.5% (39 of 142) for monotherapy (difference, -8.2 percentage points [95% CI, -19.0 to 1.5]; p=0.087). Notably, the duration of therapy was shorter in the combination arm (median=14 [1-29] days) compared to the monotherapy arm (median=42 [1-48] days) and the incidence of drug related adverse events due to voriconazole that necessitated reducing the antifungal dosage and consequent levels was 20%, which may have affected the results. Indeed, Park et al. found that therapeutic drug level monitoring (TDM) of voriconazole resulted in significantly fewer drug discontinuation due to adverse events (4% vs. 17%, p=0.02) and significantly improved complete/partial treatment response at 3 months in invasive fungal infections (81% vs. 57%, p=0.04) [8]. Nevertheless, this RCT did try to maximize efficacy by selecting a homogeneous population with lower risk for death due to underlying conditions [5,9].

The heterogeneity noted in the systematic review and meta-analysis by Panackal et al. was challenging. Attempts at reducing heterogeneity by using propensity score matching based upon variables such as neutropenia would have reduced the number of studies and thereby power significantly. Moreover, we attempted to obtain individualized patient data on this topic from a variety of surveillance efforts but were unable to do so. In addition, 12-week mortality and composite scores were the most consistent endpoints across the majority of studies, as these preceded the study by Wingard et al. that noted that the etiology for IA death was most attributed to IA if death occurred by 6 weeks (89% of cases), derived from the Herbrecht et al. pivotal voriconazole versus amphotericin B for
IA trial that led to voriconazole’s approval for primary IA [7,10]. In this study, we found that there was an 80% increase in 12-week survival (p=0.02) when restricting to high quality studies that primarily included combination for refractory IA rather than for drug intolerance. The subjective endpoint of 12-week global success was marginal (OR=1.72, 95%CI 0.96-3.09, p=0.07) likely due to drop outs decreasing evaluability. We clearly have asserted that these results must be interpreted with caution, given the heterogeneity inherent with meta-analyses, particularly among diverse patient groups whose management and case definitions have changed over time (i.e., a cohort effect) [6,11,12]. Furthermore, TDM was not consistently done across studies for voriconazole with variable levels due partly to non-linear pharmacokinetics, though it has been reported that TDM may improve the therapeutic index of voriconazole [8]. In addition, voriconazole may have a variety of drug interactions with other drugs that affect the cytochrome p450 hepatic system (e.g., carbamazepine) and there may be population heterogeneity in related polymorphisms (e.g., CYP 2C19), which drive its levels down over time [13]. Although, other antifungal ex vivo PK/PD assays are not routinely done, tissue penetration of the lung – the most common site of IA – is comparable amongst the antifungal classes: 0.3-3.2X for voriconazole, up to 3X depending on the lipid formulation of amphotericin B, and 1.1-6.2X for echinocandins that of simultaneous plasma concentrations (µg/ml) [14]. Moreover, each antifungal class may have variable immunomodulatory effects, as has been previously reviewed [15]. Finally, the benefits of the combination antifungal approach have been re-enforced in the setting of the emergence of azole resistant Aspergillus by expert opinion, but implementation must be weighed against potential costs and toxicity [16-19].

Nevertheless, a consistent evidence basis for the use of combination antifungals for IA has not been uniformly found. For example, recently there have been a few additional studies on the topic published [18,20-23]. First, Wattier et al. found that combination antifungal therapy for IA in the pediatric hematology population was associated increased risk for adverse events (RR=1.98; 95% CI, 1.06-3.68; p=0.031) without a discernable difference in the 12-week survival outcome [20]. Similarly, in this same host population, Domenech et al. reported combination therapy may have had a role in improving the outcome in 58% of their patients, but this was a small historical study and so it is difficult to draw conclusions [21]. Cornely et al. evaluated micafungin monotherapy for salvage IA therapy, but among the 301 screened patients, only 17 were not receiving combination antifungal therapy so only these could be included in this study; three patients in the micafungin treatment arm (25.0%; 95% CI: 5.5–57.2) and three patients in the control arm (60.0%; 95% CI: 14.7–94.7) had successful therapy at end of therapy (EOT) but the low numbers preclude definitive conclusions. Unfortunately, the results on the majority receiving combination therapy for salvage IA are not listed in this publication [22]. Finally, Raad et al. evaluated 181 patients with haematological malignancies with IA who received primary or salvage therapy with caspofungin, voriconazole or a combination of both for at least 7 days. For primary therapy, although all 3 interventions showed no significant differences in response at the EOT (caspofungin, voriconazole and combination therapy were associated with response rates of 27%, 47% and 55%, respectively (P=0.2), those receiving voriconazole had 80% lower IA-associated mortality than those receiving caspofungin (8% vs. 47%; P=0.003) or combination therapy (8% vs. 27%; P=0.03) in their multivariate competing risk model. For salvage therapy, caspofungin, voriconazole and combination therapy were also associated with non-differential complete/partial responses at EOT of 27%, 47% and 55%, respectively (P=0.2). Unfortunately, no significant mortality rates among these groups were found (P=0.32), but the adverse event rates were 6% for caspofungin, 17% for voriconazole and 37% for the combination with the difference between caspofungin and the combination being statistically significant (P=0.02). Interestingly, ICU admission was independently associated with IA-associated mortality in both the primary and salvage setting. Of course, all of these studies were retrospective observational and therefore prone to selection bias by nature.

In summary, “the jury is still out” on whether combination therapy is the way to go with IA. However, the RCT by Marr et al. and the systematic review and meta-analysis by Panackal et al. provide insights into management. First, combination therapy may benefit a subset of patients that are serum galactomannan positive while use in refractory IA may improve outcomes, particularly once there is neutrophil recovery and the patient is weaned off immunosuppression when there are concerns for antifungal resistance or poor drug levels. Specifically, combination therapy for IA probably has a role when there is suspected drug resistance (e.g., Cyp51α mutations) [3] and broad initial coverage followed by rapid de-escalation pending pathogen identification for salvage therapy in the setting of refractory disease or for drug intolerance in the setting of adverse effects. Indeed, as I alluded to in our earlier study, the probability of achieving another appropriately powered and comparative, double-blinded, multicenter trial for primary or, for that matter, refractory IA therapy is infinitesimally small, given practical and logistical concerns. Nevertheless, our studies need to be designed by carefully choosing meaningful homogeneous and objective endpoints (e.g., 6-week mortality) in order to provide direct and reproducible comparisons in the future. Finally, the decreased observed toxicity with the echinocandins make this drug class appealing especially if combination therapy is pursued.
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